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Abstract: The ques'on of the origin of the microscopic mechanism or mechanisms that give rise to pairing in the cuprate
and Fe-based superconductors remains an unse8led issue. Is the mechanism similar for these two classes of materials and
if so, what does it involve? One answer to this has been that spin-ﬂuctua'on mediated pairing is the common thread which
is responsible for superconduc'vity in these materials. Clearly this is an issue that will be se8led experimentally. However
support for this idea can be found in the behavior of the bilayer Hubbard model which is the subject of this talk. The bilayer
Hubbard model illustrates how d-wave ( cuprates) , s+- wave ( Fe-pnic'des) and the apparent s-wave pairing observed in
K_xFeSe can arise from spin-ﬂuctua'ons in the same model as the band-structure is changed.
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